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Digital Drums have been largely used as a high-end specialty performance instrument. But, due to
recent innovations, these drums now provide enhanced learning and teaching capabilities, whether used
individually, in tandem, or in interactive lab settings at home, school, or in the studio.
School, University, professional educators, and students of all ages and levels can incorporate the use of
these instruments as basic-thru-advanced teaching/learning tools. Doing so, has the potential to help redefine how the drumset is taught in jazz and other contemporary styles of music, increasing both
productivity and interest of the student, and the effectiveness of the instructor.
Towards developing skills on the drumset, some of the essential elements that are taught and practiced
regularly include technique, styles, musicality, time, feel, sound, playing music. The digital drumset
allows for some advantages in the following ways:
• practice anytime, any style, any tempo
• work on time, feel, grooves, improvisation
• virtually unlimited choice of sounds, incl. instruments you don't own or play
• instantly tunable, independently assignable, multiple sounds per pad
• small footprint
• stock songs/sequences that are tempo-adjustable w/assignable click - thru headphones or speakers
(same source as drums). These songs can be played with or without drums, bass, other
accompaniment
• songs/sequences are programmable and expandable
• some have ‘groove check’ that allows you to check the accuracy of your time (w/ or w/out sequence
or song)
• expanded capabilities through Mac/PC
• expanded creative & learning capabilities via sampling
• downloadable sounds, files, sequences, loops, etc.
• can play external audio sources thru unit (iPod, laptop, CD player, etc.)
• can play external digital sources thru unit (sequencers, MIDI instruments, computer, etc.)
• in a lab setting, many students can be taught and learn simultaneously and semi-privately
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